Enterprise Modernization
Protect your investment
Plan for the future
The two greatest challenges facing businesses with legacy IBM i applications
today are having to deal with green screen interfaces and a shortage of RPG
development talent.
Companies that try to “modernize” by moving to software packages or by re-writing their
systems will fail, losing tens of millions of dollars in the process. Why?
Software packages support decades of business and customer customizations.
Re-writing your system relies on service vendors who don’t understand your business.
Service vendors charge you to translate RPG into a non-equivalent language.
Both options are risky, costly, and disruptive to both your business and customers, and
require you to invest in new technology while a portion of your business still runs on IBM i.

The cost-effective, low-risk option is
Enterprise Modernization.
Our Enterprise Modernization offering:

Enables you to hire
younger developers
who know newer
languages, like PHP
and Node.js

Optimizes your
existing technology
investments without
a costly and risky
“rip-and-replace”.

Opens your business
to new, modern
languages, interfaces,
and development
processes.
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Enterprise Modernization
Protect your investment
Plan for the future
Our partnership with ARCAD Software provides an “end-to-end”
modernization solution that includes:
Application UI and Development: Deliver modern desktop and mobile
application interfaces using RPG, PHP, and Node.js
Legacy RPG Code Conversion: Accelerate the conversion of legacy
RPG applications
Database Modernization: Convert DDS to DDL for modern, relational
database structures

Line of business
Customer Success
“It is safe to say Profound Logic pretty
much kept us in business!”
-Incorporated Corporate Solutions
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“Profound Logic helped us achieve our
modernization goals in just a few months,
with an estimated savings of over two
million dollars per year to the business.”
-Sinclair Oil
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“Modernizing our products with Profound
Logic cost a fraction of the cost of re-writing
our user interface in a different language... a
savings that amounts to over a million
dollars.”
-Blood Bank Computer Systems
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“Succeed with Enterpise Modernization”
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